Selling What Isn't Theirs

By Anna Von Reitz
On top of all the other odd news I am in receipt of, there are people going around trying to sell (with
a straight face) -- "Water Districts".
They think that because they bought the "Water District" from some one or another of the bankrupt
levels of a fraudulently operated governmental services corporation that they now own the water in
say, part of California. Or Nebraska. Or North Dakota.
And having been honestly deluded themselves, they are now wandering around trying to sell Water
Districts to investors.
Hello?
Trying to sell a Water District is like trying to sell The Big Rock Candy Mountain. Or Dog Patch, USA.
Or any other totally made-up mental construct.
A "Water District" doesn't actually exist.
It's only an "administrative service area" created by a bankrupt corporation and has nothing
whatsoever to do with actual water, which belongs absolutely and irrevocably to the people of the
actual state.
Which brings up the fact that none of the wildlife refuges, ranges, game management areas, parks,
monuments, or other "federal lands" in the western states and elsewhere are federal lands in fact.
They are areas under "federal management".
Read that: these corporations have had the job held in trust to manage--- take care of and protect--our lands. They are filling in the function of the King's Gamekeepers, and the people of each actual
state are the "kings" in this country.
All the "federal government" has or has ever had is a "proprietary interest"--- a caretaker's interest.
That is what is so absurd and wrong-headed about the STATE OF OREGON or STATE OF NEVADA
bringing suit against the Hammonds or the Bundys or any other American.
The Bundys own Nevada. They are the landlords.
So, their state, Nevada, contracts for caretaking services from the State of Nevada and the State of
Nevada contracts for caretaking services from the STATE OF NEVADA, and somehow in the mix, the
STATE OF NEVADA thinks it has a mandate allowing it to protect the State of Nevada against its
employers---- say what?
Read that---- both the State of Nevada and the STATE OF NEVADA are acting against the Nevada
State and people, under the pretense of working for them. They are attacking their employers
because they don't know who they work for.

It's like the landlord getting shot by a lackey he hired to guard his property.
Go figure. We've got crooks working for us. Or fools. Or both.
This is only made possible via the mammoth administrative fraud we have detailed ---- all based on
identity theft and merely "presumed" political statuses and deliberately falsified public records.
We bet that the moment that the Bundys accept the Oath of Office of Ms. Navarro and give her
Notice of Liability and Harm and demand civilian due process----not "martial" law due process--- she
will go flying off that bench like a squirrel caught in church during the Hallelujah Chorus.
Turns out, not only can you not own or control our water by buying a "management service area"
defined by a defunct federal caretaking agency franchise, you can't own or control us by buying a
state of state, either.
Buyers beware.
These guys rooked us out of quadrillions of dollars and set us up to take the blame for all their bad
behavior. They won't blink as they try to sell you made up names and hokum as assets.
Thought for the day---- don't take any wooden nickels, and pass on the "water districts", too.
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